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Depression Screening
Learning Collaborative
Learning Session #2: Pro-Tips on Developing,
Leading and Sustaining Improvement
January 2021
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HRSA Disclaimer
This program is supported by the Health Resources and
Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) as part of an award
totaling $1,789,675 with 47% financed with nongovernmental sources. The contents are those of the
author(s) and do not necessarily represent the official views
of, nor an endorsement, by HRSA, HHS, or the U.S.
Government. For more information, please visit HRSA.gov.
© Oregon Primary Care Association

This webinar will be recorded.
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Webinar Functions
• Open GoToTraining via a Chrome Browser.
• Connect via computer audio or use the audio pin if calling in via
phone. Use the Settings tool at the bottom of the control panel to
select your audio.

• Use your webcam when speaking – we’d love to see your faces!
• Mute your lines when not speaking.
• Participant engagement:
»
»
»

Raise hand feature is available if you’d like to speak.
If you’re not available through audio, please use the chat box to participate
in conversation.
Use this for questions, comments, kudos and to connect with OPCA staff
during the meeting.
© Oregon Primary Care Association
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Previous Webinars and Events

• Webinar presentation slides and
supplemental material available for
download by clicking here.
• You may also access material from our
Depression Screening Learning
Collaborative Kick-off Event here.
© Oregon Primary Care Association
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Transformation Program
• Quality Improvement
• Advanced Care Model
• Social Needs Screening
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• Patient-Centered Care
• UDS Data and Metric Focus
• Patient Engagement

Transformation Team
Akira Bernier
Quality Improvement
Manager

Ariel Singer, MPH
CHC Transformation
Director

Terese Cook
Sustainability & Transformation
Specialist

Stephanie Castano
Transformation
Manager

Maya Roe-Bauer
AmeriCorps VISTA Member

© Oregon Primary Care Association
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Who is on the line?
• In the chat box, type
your:
• Name or role
• Clinic

• Question: What would
you like to know from
or ask our expert?

© Oregon Primary Care Association
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Depression Screening Learning Collaborative
August 2020 – June 2021

Purpose:
To advance OPCA’s mission to “Lead the transformation of primary
care to achieve health equity for all,” this year-long collaborative will
focus on supporting health centers in becoming innovators in
comprehensive and equitable primary care with data demonstrating
value. It will highlight peer learning and promising practices from
health centers in order to encourage clinical improvements in
depression screening with follow-up plan.
© Oregon Primary Care Association
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Depression Screening Learning Collaborative
Overall Objectives

Topics and Priorities

• Network and share strategies
with peers
• Advance workflows for
current care environment
• Develop team work plan and
tests of change

• Outreach, screening and
referral workflows
• Screening and follow-up
requirements
• Medical and behavioral health
service integration

© Oregon Primary Care Association
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Today’s Topic at a Glance
• Objectives:
»

Learn how developing and leading rapid-cycle tests of
change can help sustain improvements to depression
screening workflows
» Identify ways to build staff comfort in screening processes by
apply concepts of change management and staff resiliency
» Engage in proactive and interactive discussion around
“where you are stuck” with depression screening during
COVID
© Oregon Primary Care Association

Pro-Tips on Developing, Leading and
Sustaining Improvement
January 25,2021
OPCA Webinar QI Collective
Depression Screening Collaborative
M E G B O W E N , T R A N S FO R M AT I O N C O N S U LTA N T, C A R L S T RO M C O N S U LT I N G
M E G @ C A R L S T R O M C O N S U LT I N G .CO M

Agenda
•Developing a sustainable QI process

• Identifying your QI objective, access to data and creating your team

•Leading a sustainable QI process

• AIM statements/PDSA cycles/draft workflows, change management, combating
change fatigue

•Sustaining improvement in your organization

• Kick off/celebrations, monitoring progress, the power of storytelling, data
transparency

•Question and Answers

• Share your QI progress – how are things going?

Identifying and Understanding the Issue
•The first important step is to carefully review the topic(s) that need to be
addressed
•Use an explicit, formal process for selecting the best project for your team
•Priority should be given to projects that:
• Address a quality gap of high magnitude and impact
• Have a high likelihood of success
• Have a champion
• Align with organizational priorities
• How has Covid impacted this in your organization?

• Have data to support our efforts

Identifying and Understanding the Issue
•Screening for Depression and Follow up Plan NQF 0418

• Percentage of patients aged 12 years and older screened for clinical depression on the date
of the encounter using an age-appropriate standardized depression screening tool AND if
positive, a follow up plan is documented on the date of the positive screen.
• Numerator = Patients screened for clinical depression using an age-appropriate
standardized tool AND if positive, a follow up plan is documented on the day of the positive
screen.
• Denominator = All patients age 12 and up with at least one eligible encounter during the
measurement period
• Exclusions = patients with active depression, bipolar disorder, refusal, urgent or emergent
situation, situations where functional capacity may impact the results (court appointed
cases etc.)

Identifying and Understanding the Issue
• How are we doing now with depression screening?
• We have a process and written workflow for depression screening!
• Are we following our written process and workflow?
• How are we doing with documenting? Coding?
• How are we doing with recalls?

• How are these measures different?

Access to Data
•Do you share data in your organization?
• Clinic level
• Provider/team level
• Patient-facing data
• Are you sharing data with remote teams?
• Has your level of access to data changed due to Covid?
• Are you tracking Covid process measures now?

This is a GREAT way to invigorate your QI processes = healthy competition

Creating Your Quality Team
•Project Champion

• Who has passion about this measure?

•Clinical Champion

• Who is excelling in this measure?

•Executive Team member

• Who will run interference for the team?

•Other team members to consider?

• Front office, behavioral health, rooming staff

What have you learned about team development during Covid?

Leading a Sustainable QI Process
•AIM statements, PDSA cycles and draft workflows
•Rapid cycle testing – knowing when to adopt or abandon
•Managing change in the organization

•Addressing change fatigue and staff burnout

AIM Statements – Your True North
The Three Improvement Questions
What are we trying to accomplish?
What change(s) can we make that will result in improvement?
How will we know the change is an improvement?
What is the Purpose of the AIM Statement?
• This is our “true north” for our improvement efforts
• Scopes the effort; defines the system you will improve

For the sake of this exercise, let’s say my AIM statement is to increase depression screening in my
organization by 10% in 6 months
Have you documented AIM statements for your QI work?

PDSA Cycles
Here are Five tips for testing to optimize your PDSA work –
1) Avoid analysis paralysis – Don’t overthink this
2) Start small – do your initial test on the smallest scale possible and keep it SHORT (1
week)
3) Collect data – collect useful data, not perfect data. Use a measure specific to the
PDSA, don’t forget qualitative data (measure the experience)
4) Understand task versus test – tasks are collecting data, having meetings, creating
materials etc. An activity or task doesn’t equal a test of change. What are we testing?
5) Test under different conditions – don’t be too quick to shout success if you haven’t
tested your theory in different settings

Stuck on PDSA
•Planning

• Scope is too broad
• Limited access to data

•Doing

• This is better than before

•Study

• When the data isn’t clear
• No motivation to continue testing

•Act

• Adopt
• Abandon

Rapid Cycle Testing
Traditional QI - Pros

Rapid Cycle QI - Pros

High level of comfort, familiar processes and
methods

Quick improvements noted with small tests that
can be disseminated. Goals reached in 6 months
or less

Intermittent, retroactive data collection

Measurement is concurrent and on small
samples

Longer process allows for multiple levels of
communication

Failures are noted quickly and affect few cases

Larger sample size

Testing small populations before spreading
change increases confidence in the success of
the process and minimizes resistance

Draft Your Workflows
Visit and age
12+

Not Screened

Nothing
PHQ-2

Positive

Negative
PHQ-9

Negative

Positive

PCP addresses
issue

Workflows: F2F and Virtual
•Think about your tasks in a F2F environment
• Front office/paperwork
• Rooming
• Encounter
• Check out/AVS/Recall

•Think about those same tasks you need to complete but now you are
virtual, what does that look like?
• Front office/paperwork – how is this happening? Mail? Email? Portal?
• Rooming – are you IT now…too?
• Encounter – scribing? Home visits?
• Check out/AVS/Recall

Addressing Change in the Organization
•Use evidence-based change concepts and tools
• Implement a Quality Culture

•Foster strong relationships within and across the practice and organization
• Empower staff

•Keep systems simple for reflection and feedback
• Constant communication about progress

•Structured time for team discussion and planning
• Assign accountability

•Regular and meaningful engagement of leaders
• Keep talking about it!

How are changes addressed in your organization?

Combating Change Fatigue
Self-Care Strategies –who isn’t tired right now?
•Courage – Advocate for your own needs
•Attitude – Your attitude is contagious

•Reenergize – Give back to yourself
•Educate – Share your experience with others

Three Good Things from Duke Health
•They are evidence-based and interactive
•Designed for busy healthcare workers
•Interventions last between 3-15 days
•You receive prompts via email or text to complete your 3GT daily
https://www.hsq.dukehealth.org/tools/
Three Good Tools: Positively reflecting backwards and forwards is
associated with robust improvements in well-being across three distinct
interventions

Sustaining Improvement in your
Organization
•Staff kick off and celebration
•Monitoring progress
•The power of storytelling

•Data transparency

Staff Kick Off and Celebration
•Spreading the news
• Control the messaging

•Training on the process
• Consider a Train the Trainer model for spread

•Energy & Emotion
• Dig deep and make it fun

•Harnessing the power of your champions
• Let them SHINE!

Monitoring & Measuring Progress
•Collect feedback from staff and patients
•Track progress towards adoption
• Goal tracking thermometers
• Posters and reminders

•Feed that information back to your staff, patients and Executive
team

Cultivating Data Transparency
•Tremendous opportunity to educate on the measures
•What are we measuring and how are we performing
•Consider stoplight reports

•Start with clinic-level metrics – we are all in this together
•Roll out provider level metrics – individually (peer to peer)
•Highlight processes that have changed for easy tracking

The Power of Storytelling
•Stories, not statistics are memorable
•We are drawn to the emotional appeal
•People like it when you get personal
•Talk to your patients! Hear their experiences both good and bad.
•Think about opportunities to share good news stories to inspire and motivate
• Staff meeting
• Board meetings
• PFAC

Storytelling lives INSIDE the clinic
• No identifiers – ever

In Closing •Quality improvement is continuous

• All projects come to an end, then we move on to the next
• Build your work on previous successes
• Shake off your failures – you still learned something!

•Use the tips on developing, leading and sustaining improvement in your
organization to move your QI processes forward

Thank You!
meg@carlstromconsulting.com

Resources and Links
•COVID-19: patient safety and quality improvement skills to deploy during the surge

•Aim Statement Worksheet – AAP
•Three Good Things – Duke Center for Healthcare Safety and Quality Resilience Tools
•Three Good Tools: Positively reflecting backwards and forwards is associated with robust
improvements in well-being across three distinct interventions
•Mapping workflow of Telehealth Programs - RHIhub

Time for Q&A
•Group discussion to follow…

Group Discussion
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Depression Screening PDSAs

• Active Participants
»

Klamath
» Northwest Human Services
» Wallace
» Coast

• Many PDSAs have stalled due to COVID
• A summary of PDSAs will be sent out afterward
© Oregon Primary Care Association
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PDSA Update: Klamath
• Depression and SBIRT dashboards created
»
»

Observations – Low overall screening rate; number of positive screens
close to expected, only 20% have f/u documented
Meeting with Quality Management Council to explore data and
brainstorm causes

• Workflow improvements put on hold due to EHR transition
• New brief screen was created to include brief social needs
screen
• Exploring idea of automated calls through Phreesia and
screening at each visit
© Oregon Primary Care Association
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Please share your QI focus and…

Active participants:
Where are you stuck with your PDSAs?

All others:
Where are you stuck with your depression
screening work?
© Oregon Primary Care Association

Wrap-up
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Resources

• Supplemental Material (to be sent afterward)
»

QI Collective webinar flyer for Jan-Jun 2021
» Depression and SBIRT screening workflow from Klamath
• A good example of integration between medical and BH!

© Oregon Primary Care Association
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Learning Collaborative Next Steps

• Keep an eye out for a calendar invite for Learning Session #3 to
be held in April 2021
• Action Assignment #3 (for active participant teams)
»
»

Continue with DO portion of your PDSAs (as able due to COVID)
Have at least one team member come prepared to report out at the
next learning session

© Oregon Primary Care Association
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Upcoming QI Collective Webinars
• February: OPCA's Patient Experience Partnership Development
»
»
»

Date: 2/24/2021
Time: 1:00-2:00 PM
Join us to learn about the evolution of patient experience work within the QI Collective
and the roll-out of our new patient experience dashboard!

• March: TBD
• April: Depression and Comorbidities – Taking a Broader Perspective
»
»

Date: 4/20/2021
Time: 1:00-2:00 PM
© Oregon Primary Care Association

A final plug in…
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Voices Project: We are embarking on
a project in which care teams and/or
patients can share their stories from
the COVID-19 pandemic. If you have
a story to tell or are interested in
learning more, please reach out. More
information to come soon!
»

Project contact: Maya Roe-Bauer,
OPCA’s AmeriCorps member at
mroebauer@orpca.org

© Oregon Primary Care Association
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Let us know what you thought of today’s call!

Please take a few moments
to complete the survey for
this webinar.
Survey will now launch
(and will be e-mailed
afterward).

